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ABSTRACT 
In today’s technology, there are new attacks are emerging everyday due to that the system makes the insecure 

even the system wrapped with number of security measures. To detect the intrusion, an Intrusion Detection 

System (IDS) is used. To detect the intrusion and respond in timely manner is its prime function. In other words, 

IDS function is limited to detection as well as response. The IDS is unable to capture the state of the system 

when an intrusion is detected. So that, in original form, it fails to preserve the evidences against the attack. New 

security strategy is very much needed to maintain the completeness and reliability of evidence for later 

examination. In this research work, there proposed an automated Digital Forensic Technique with Intrusion 

Detection System. It sends an alert message to capture the state of the system, to administrator followed by 

invoke the digital forensic tool Once an IDS detects an intrusion. To prove the damage Captured image can be 

used as evidence in the court of law.  
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1. Introduction 

 

In today’s scenario, to safeguard the organization electronic assets, Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is crucial 

requirement. To determine whether the traffic is malicious or not Intrusion detection is a process of monitor and analyzes 

the traffic on a device or network. It can be a software or physical appliance that monitors the traffic which violates 

organization security policies and standard security practices. To detect the intrusion and respond in timely manner as a 

result risks of intrusions is diminished it continuously watches the traffic. Based on the deployment IDS broadly classified 

into two types i.e. Host based Intrusion Detection System (HIDS) and Network based Intrusion Detection System (NIDS). 

Host-based Intrusion Detection System is configured on a particular system/server. It continuously monitor and analyzes 

the activities the system where it is configured. Whenever an intrusion is detected HIDS triggers an alert. For instance, 

when an attacker tries to create/modify/delete key system files alert will be generated. Major advantages of the HIDS that 

it analyzes the incoming encrypted traffic which cannot be detected NIDS. To detect the attack like Denial of Service 

(DoS) attacks, Port Scans, Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack, etc Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) 

continuously monitor and analyze the network traffic. To classify as malicious or non-malicious traffic it examines the 

incoming network traffic. If any predefined patterns or signatures of malicious behavior are present it re-assembles the 

packets, examine the headers/payload portion and determine. 

Recently “Intrusion investigations with data-hiding for computer Log-file Forensics” technique has been proposed. In this 

approach, log file is stored in two different places as well as in two different forms. On target host the Log file in plain 

text from is stored and a copy of same log file is stored in another host called log manager and it is hidden in image using 

steganography. IDS running on target host detects an intrusion and sends an alert message to security administrator about 

the intrusion when an intruder tries to alter log file on target host. Security administrator use the stego image to extract log  
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file and compares it with log file available in the target host To verify whether the intrusion occurred or not. Intrusion is 

confirmed If the result of the comparison is unequal else not. Forensic technique is unable to capture the evidence of the 

attack is the major limitation of this approach. So to preserve the log file damage for forensic analysis, it is not possible 

and to prove in the court of law, evidence cannot be collected immediately against the attack. In this work automated 

Digital Forensic Technique with Intrusion Detection System is proposed to overcome this limitation. Because the current 

IDS are not designed to collect and protect evidence against the attack this new technique is crucial requirement. Digital 

forensics plays an important role by providing scientifically proven methods to gather, process, interpret and use digital 

evidence to bring a decisive description of attack. 

 

2. Existing System 

 

 
The proposed approach is as shown in Fig. 1. The functions of each entity are described as follows: Target Host: The target 

host is a system in which crucial data (i.e. log file) is stored. Continuous monitor of log file is prime requirement to preserve 

the integrity and confidentiality of the data stored in it. To achieve this, IDS is deployed on target host and it is a continuous 

process round the clock. Whenever an attacker tries to intrude the target host, IDS running on target host detects the 

intrusion; sends an alert message to security centre as well as log server. Further, it invokes the digital forensic tool to 

capture the state of the system (RAM image and log file image). Newly captured log file image is compared with previous 

log file image to confirm the intrusion. Comparison result equals to non-zero confirm intrusion else no intrusion. RAM 

image is analysed to determine the type of the intrusion. 

 

 
 

Figure 1:Automated Digital Forensic Technique with Intrusion Detection System Log Server 

 

It stores the copy of the log file in an encrypted form. Encryption key maintained only by the log server and it kept secret. 

Periodically back up of the Target host log file is taken and it is stored on the log server. Upon receiving the log file as a 

backup, it encrypts the received log file and stores within it. Whenever log server receive a alert message from target host, it 

decrypts the log file, computes the image of the decrypted log file using digital forensic tool and sends to target host to 

perform the comparison. 

Security Centre: This is the system used by the security administrator to monitor the alerts generated by IDS. It receives alerts 

from Target Host. Flow of the entire proposed work is shown in figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Flow chart of the existing work 

 

3. Proposed System 
 

In this approach, log file is stored into two different forms as well as in two different places. Log file in plain text from is 

stored on target host and a copy of same log file is stored in another host called log manager and it is hidden behind an image 

using steganography. When an intruder tries to alter log file on target host, IDS running on the target host detects an intrusion 

and sends an alert message to the security administrator about the intrusion which in turn takes the required steps to mitigate it. 

A.  Target Host 

Crucial data (i.e. log files) is stored in the Target Host. Continuous monitor of log file is prime requirement to preserve the 

integrity and confidentiality of the data stored in it. To achieve this, IDS is deployed on target host and it is a continuous 

process round the clock. Whenever an attacker tries to intrude the target host, IDS running on target host detects the intrusion; 

sends an alert message to security centre as well as log server. Further, it invokes the digital forensic tool to capture the state of 

the system (RAM image and log file image). Newly captured log file image is compared with previous log file image to 

confirm the intrusion. Our Target Host is nothing but our Operating System as it is a Host based System. The intruder shall be 

able to access the system but if he tries to alter any of the system properties and manipulate the records then the IDS comes 

into picture. 

 B. Log Server: 

It stores the copy of the log file in an encrypted form. Encryption key maintained only by the log server and it kept secret. 

Periodically back up of the Target host log file is taken and it is stored on the log server. Upon receiving the log file as a 

backup, it encrypts the received log file and stores within it. Whenever the log server receives an alert message from target 

host, it decrypts the log file, computes the image of the decrypted log file using digital forensic tool and sends it to the target 

host to perform the comparison. The main job of the Log server is encryption and decryption of log files such that the intruder 

doesn’t have access to them. If the intruder gets to know the location and condition of the log files then their safety comes 

under scrutiny. The most important part will be the key. The key that is used to encrypt and decrypt the log files shall only be 

available with the owner and nobody else. It shall be provided at the time of delivering the software as a complete product. 

 C.  Security Centre:  

This is the system used by the security administrator to monitor the alerts generated by IDS. It receives alerts from Target 

Host. Once the target host has sent the alert to the Security Centre, the job of the Security Centre starts. The attack is hence 

detected and looked into at the Security Centre. The Security centre is the most essential component of the IDS. Its job is to 

track the intrusion in such a way that as soon as he/she tries to access the system, an alert should be sent to the real owner. This 

shall be accompanied by the webcam image capturing activity in order to prove the offence in the court of law. If the intruder  
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tries to access the files without the net connection, the system shall shut down by itself within 10 seconds, and if he has the net 

connection intact, then we shall also be able to inform the true owner about the intrusion with the help of an e-mail. 

In proposed system we are detecting the intrusion through many thing like integrity, checking currently running processes, by 

key log, etc. These all activities are performed by user. The first activity is file integrity. We are detecting intrusion through 

file integrity. In file integrity concept if any user delete the file or modify file or insert file into specific directory then by using 

our system we can detect it. If any file delete or modify of insert into specific folder then that file will save in folder which is 

specified by client. Then file integrity log send to server. Server send the integrity of that file to the clients email id. So that 

client will easily know which file is modified. So that that we can recover that modified file from specified backup folder.  

 

 
  

Figure 3. File Integrity 

 

The second activity performed by user is key log. In key log, if any user typed any key on keyboard that keys will stored in 

text file in project folder. Also that typed keys are send to the server. So that server will know which keys are pressed on client 

machine by user. After that server send that keys to the client mail id. So that client will easily know which keys are pressed on 

his machine. 

 
 

Figure 4. Process log 

 

As well as these activities, one main action performed by our project is, if any user perform any activity on client machine, 

then system will take picture of that user by web cam and send his image to the clients email id. So that client will easily know 

which user was perform activities on his machine. 

 

4. Conclusion 

 
In this work, intrusion detection system is proposed. IDS is used to determine the intrusion. We can easily detect which 

activities are performed by user. So that we can recover all the modified file. By using web cam system take pictures of user 

which performs malicious activities and save that activity in folder and send that activity log and image of user on clients email 

id. So that we know that user. So that our system is very effective and efficient for detecting intrusion of system. 
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